NEW GENERATION
25 GAUGE

BEST WOUND
STRUCTURE

MINIMAL INVASIVE

ONE STEP AHEAD
IN PERFECT PRECISION

FOCUS ON THE 25 GAUGE ONE STEP
TRANSCONJUNCTIVAL SYSTEM
NEW GENERATION 25 GAUGE ONE STEP SYSTEM

- Hollow shape one step stiletto with ultrasharp tip to create a flat slit incision.
- Real One Step! No need for closure plugs due to unique closure valves.

NEW GENERATION 25 GAUGE TROCAR DESIGN

- New design enhances smooth insertion

THIRD GENERATION HIGH SPEED VITRECTOME

- Closest aspiration port to the tip
- Increased aspiration flow
- Increased shaft stiffness
- 2500 cuts/min.

ADVANTAGE DISPOSABLE INSTRUMENTS

COMPLETE RANGE OF 25 GAUGE INSTRUMENTS WITH RIGID SHAFT.

REUSABLE INSTRUMENTS

UNIQUE CLOSURE VALVES

- Create a closed surgical field with constant intraocular pressure
- No need for closure plugs

Perfect wound closure
ONE STEP AHEAD IN PERFECT PRECISION
FOCUS ON THE 25 GAUGE ONE STEP
TRANSCONJUNCTIVAL SYSTEM
25 GAUGE CANNULA SYSTEM

ONE STEP DISPOSABLE CANNULA SYSTEM

- 3 x Preloaded Stiletto Inserts with Universal Cannulas and Closure Valves
- 1 x Universal Infusion Line
- Box/5, Sterile

25 GAUGE DISPOSABLES

HIGH-SPEED VITRECTOME, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm (2500 CUTS), BOX/6, STERILE

NEW GENERATION 25 GAUGE ONE STEP SYSTEM

- Hollow shape one step stiletto with ultrasharp tip to create a flat slit incision.
- Real one step! No need for closure plugs due to unique closure valves.

THIRD GENERATION VITRECTOME

- Closest aspiration port to the tip
- Increased aspiration flow
- Increased shaft stiffness
- 2500 cuts/min.
25 GAUGE REUSABLE MICROFORCEPS/MICROSCISSORS

1286.C305
SHAH FORCEPS, MICRO SERRATED JAWS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm

1286.W05
ECKARDT END-GRIPPING FORCEPS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm

2286.IO5
ASYMMETRICAL END-GRIPPING FORCEPS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm

1286.E05
VERTICAL SCISSORS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm

1286.M05
HORIZONTAL SCISSORS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm

1286.ILM05
ILM FORCEPS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm

“ADVANTAGE” 25 GAUGE DISPOSABLE MICROFORCEPS/MICROSCISSORS

1286.WD05
ECKARDT END-GRIPPING FORCEPS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm (BOX/5, STERILE)

2286.KD05
ASYMMETRICAL END-GRIPPING FORCEPS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm (BOX/5, STERILE)

1286.ILMD05
ILM FORCEPS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm (BOX/5, STERILE)

1286.ED05
VERTICAL SCISSORS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm (BOX/5, STERILE)

1286.MD05
CURVED HORIZONTAL SCISSORS, 25 GAUGE/0.5 mm (BOX/5, STERILE)
25 GAUGE BACKFLUSH INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES

- **1281.AD05**
  - Disposable Backflush Instrument, 25 Gauge/0.5 mm with Active Aspiration (Box/5, Sterile)

- **1281.BTD05**
  - Brush Backflush Instrument with Active Aspiration, 25 Gauge/0.5 mm (Box/5, Sterile)

25 GAUGE MEMBRANE INSTRUMENTS

- **1292.E05**
  - Eckardt Membrane Pic, 25 Gauge/0.5 mm

- **1292.ED05**
  - Disposable Eckardt Membrane Pic, 25 Gauge/0.5 mm (Box/5, Sterile)

25 GAUGE DIAMOND DUSTED SWEEPER

- **1290.DSS05**
  - Diamond Dusted Sweeper, 25 Gauge/0.5 mm (Not available in the U.S.A.)

25 GAUGE DISPOSABLE CANNULAS

- **1272.S025**
  - Soft-Tipped Cannula with Luer Lock Connector, 25 Gauge/0.5 mm (Box/5, Sterile)

- **1272.VFI05**
  - Disposable Viscous Fluid Injection Cannula with 7 mm Thin Wall Polyimide Tip, 25 Gauge/0.5 mm (Box/5, Sterile)

25 GAUGE DIATHERMY

- **1120.05**
  - Endo Diathermy Handle with Straight Pointed Tip, 25 Gauge/0.5 mm

- **1120.A**
  - Diathermy Cable for 1120.05
25 GAUGE ACCESSORIES FOR INTRAOCULAR ILLUMINATION

25 GAUGE STANDARD LASERPROBES

25 GAUGE DIRECTIONAL LASERPROBES

not available in the U.S.A.